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My invention relates to the production of no
tion pictures with the use of puppets.

and reduce the cost of motion pictures made with
puppets.

A further object of my invention is to provide

The so-called animated cartoon motion pic

a simple and accurate method of aligning the
puppets and parts thereof.
A further object is to provide an improved

tures are, of course, well known and are very suc
cessful and the various methods of producing

- the Same are known to those skilled in this art.

method for the registration of the puppets.
However, as these pictures are produced by pho
A further object is to produce a series of pup
tographing fiat drawings or cartoons, they do not
pets or portions thereof which represent a given
have a third dimensional effect. To produce this
effect it has been proposed to use three-dimen O movement and which can be used as frequently
as desired and in different Scenes or motion pic
sioned flexible figures, such as jointed puppets,
tures to produce this movement or variations
and to move portions thereof into a different po
thereof.
sition for each picture. While this system re
Additional objects and advantages of my in
quires the use of only a single puppet, it has sev
eral disadvantages. For example, the adjust 5 vention will appear as the description progresses.
ment of the moving part frequently causes a dis
In accordance with the invention I use pup
pets which are provided with replaceable, and in
placement in the remaining portions of the pup
some cases adjustable, portions and change only
pet with the disadvantageous result that, in the
these portions or the positions thereof to pro
finished picture, those portions which were in

tended to be stationary have a slight jerky move

20

ment. In addition it is difficult to control the

movement of the parts because after a part has
Once been moved from a given position it is im
possible to determine the amount it has been
moved. It is also impossible to make all por
tions of the puppets adjustable and this is a par

duce the movement by a plurality of replaceable
members which represent different stages of the

25 movement and one of Which is attached to the

stationary portions of the puppet for the taking
of each picture. These replaceable portions may

ticular disadvantage in sound pictures in which
a movement of the lips is desired, or in cases in
which a change in facial expression is desired,

Furthermore, the making of retakes involves a

differ in shape, position, or coloration. So as to

SO

repetition of the entire process.

one would use a plurality of rigid puppets which
are the same except for the facial expression.
Motion pictures are made of these puppets by
the methods employed in making animated car

toons while using a different puppet for each
picture. Excellent results are obtained in this
manner and the puppets can be used in several

has a replaceable mouth portion. I provide a
35

number of mouth portions which are adapted to
be selectively placed in the head and on each of

which the lips are located in a different position
to produce the scene it is only necessary to se

So as to be in agreement with the sound. Thus

40 lectively attach the mouth portions and take the

scenes in which the same movement must be pro

duced, or can be used in other Sequences so as to

produce different movements. In addition, re
takes, can, of course, be effected in a simple man

ner. However, this method has the disadvan
tage that the production of the large number of
rigid puppets required is expensive and time con SO
sunning.
The main object of my invention is to over

come the above difficulties in the use of puppets

pictures with each portion in place, which of
course, reduces the cost of producing the scene.
In addition these mouth portions may be used in
a puppet which is entirely different from the first
puppet or which is the same as the first puppet
but is in a different position. For example, by
using the same mouth portions and only two
puppets it is possible to produce a scene in which
the puppet is standing and speaking and a sec
ond scene in which the puppet is sitting down and
Speaking.
In many cases it is desired to produce a scene
in which a puppet remains stationary and
changes only its facial expression. In such cases

which are flexible or are entirely rigid.

A further object is to simplify the production

produce in the motion picture a change in form,
position or color.
To produce a scene in which a puppet remains
stationary and moves its lips in accordance with
a certain Sound, I may use a puppet whose head

To overcome the above difficulties it has been

suggested to use rigid puppets which differ in
shape, coloration, etc., for each picture. For ex
ample, to produce a change in facial expression

duce the desired movement. More particularly,
I may use the same stationary portion of the
puppet for all pictures of a given scene and pro

55

I provide a plurality of face portions which can

-

2
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vide the same with two pins 4 and 5 which fit
into holes in the head. The pins 4 and 5 may
be slightly flexible to permit the face portions

be removably attached to the head and each of
which has a slightly different facial expression.
Thus, to produce the various pictures it is neces
sary to change only these face portions. If it is

desired to produce also a simple movement of

the head, I may provide a pivotal mounting for

5

to be inserted in the cavity.
The face portions 6, 7, 8, 9 and 0 shown in

FigS. 3d to 3e inclusive, are shaped so as to fit
into the cavity 2 of Figure i and each provided
with pins 6 and 5. These face portions may be
face portions which are adapted to be provided
carved from Wood or molded from plastic ma
with replaceable mouth portions. The term 0 terial and differ from each other in stages of
"stationary portion' of a puppet is understood
movement of Some part. As shown these face
the heads. Furthermore, if it is desired to pro
duce also a lip movement, I may use replaceable

to mean a portion which remains in the same po
sition for a plurality of pictures whereas the
term "moving portion' is to be understood to
mean a portion which produces a movement in
the completed motion picture.
My invention also includes a method for regis
tration of the puppets. For this purpose I may
provide the puppets with pins whereby they are
arranged in line on registration boards. With
the puppets So arranged I examine the same and
adjust them so that they will be in the proper
relative positions. The puppets are then ar
ranged one by one in front of a camera, while
using the same pins to locate the same. By this
method I ensure that all stationary portions of

portions represent a movement of the eyelids
and lips, but other movements, such as changes

in facial contour or in coloration can, of course,
be employed.
By selectively placing the face portions 6, 7,
8, 9 and in the head of Figs. and 2 and tak

ing a picture for each face portion, the desired
movement can be obtained. These same face
20

portions may, of course, be used with other pup
pets and may be used in different sequences Or

combinations. For example, by using them in
the order 6-2-8-9-0 one obtains a closing

of the eyelids and opening of the mouth, where
as by using them in the order 8-9-8-7-6
one Would obtain an opening of the eyelids and
the puppets Will appear Stationary and the mov
closing of the mouth. To obtain a combination
of these movements they Would be used in the
ing portions will appear to move in the proper
mariner in the completed pictures.
order 6-2-8-9-0-9-8-7-6.
In order that the invention may be clearly un 30 The puppet head shown in Figures 4 and 5
has a pivot portion 2 by which it can be at
derstood and readily carried into effect I shall
tached to the body (not shown) and is provided
describe the same in more detail with reference
with a cavity 3. Fitting into cavity 3 and
to the accompanying drawings in which:
held therein by two slightly flexible pins & and
Figure 1 is a front view of the upper portion
5 is a removable face portion provided with a
of a puppet,
7. Fitting into cavity
and held in
Fig. 2 is a side view of the puppet shown in cavity
place by a pin 8 is a mouth portion 6.
Fig. 1,
The mouth portions, 9, 20, 28, 22 and 23 of
Figs. 3a to 3e inclusive, are front views of
Figures 6a to 6e inclusive, are adapted to fit in
face portions,
Fig. 4 is a front view of the head of a pup 40 to the cavity of Figs. 4 and 5 and have the
lips in different positions. Thus, if only a lip
pet,
movement is desired the pictures are taken
Fig. 5 is a side view of the head of Fig. 4,
with each of these mouth portions placed in the
Figs. 6d to 6e inclusive, are front views of
cavity .
mouth portions,
Figs, a to 7c inclusive, are front views of 45 The face portions 24, 25 and 26 shown in Fig
ures 7a to 7c inclusive, are provided with pins
face portions,
i4 and 5 and are adapted to be selectively
Fig. 8 is a side view of a puppet embodying
placed in the cavity 3 of Figures 4 and 5 So as
the invention,
to produce a movement of the eyelids. These
Figs. 9a to 9f inclusive, are side views of leg
portions,

Figs. 1.0a to 10c inclusive are side views of arm
portions,
FigS. iid to 11d inclusive, are side views of
head portions,
Figs. 12a to 12c inclusive, are side views of leg
portions,
Fig. 13 is a plan view of a registration board,

25

50

6d to 6e.

55

From the above it will be noted that various
movements can be obtained by combining the
face portions 23, 25 and 26 and the mouth por
tions 9, 20, 2, 22 and 23 with the head of Figs.
4 and 5. For example, by changing both the

face portions and mouth portions it is possible

Fig. 14 is a side view of the registration board

of Fig. 13 with several puppets in position
thereon,
Fig. 15 is a plan view of a registration board,
Fig. 16 is a side view of the registration board
of Fig. 15 with several puppets in position there

face portions are provided with cavities 27
adapted to receive the mouth portions of Figs.

60

On, and

Fig. 17 is a perspective view of a scene being 65
In Figs. 1 and 2 the reference numeral in
dicates the head of a puppet. The head may be:

photographed.

to obtain both a lip movement and a movement
of the eyelids. By selectively using all of the
mouth portions with either one of the face por
tions 24, 25 and 26 it is possible to obtain a lip
movement with several stationary eyelid posi
tions and by selectively using all of the face por
tions with either one of the mouth portions 9,
20, 2A, 22 and 23 it is possible to obtain an eye
lid movement with several stationary lip posi
tions. Furthermore, it is of course, possible to

70

arrange the face portions and mouth portions in
different order and sequence to obtain various

idly secured to the body as shown or may be
pivotally mounted so as to be rotatable about a
vertical axis. The head is provided with a cav
ity 2 into which fits a face portion 3. To en
sure proper alignment of the face portion I pro 5

portions can be used with other face portions.
From the above it appears that the use of re."
placeable portions of the puppets makes it pos

carved from wood or molded from plastic ma

terial such as plaster of Paris and may be rig

movements. Furthermore, the face portions
can be used with other heads and the mouth

2,327,059
3
may be used with a puppet which is otherwise

sible to obtain a large number of different move
ments with only a relatively small number of
parts. Furthermore, by keeping proper records

rigid or has a head of the construction described
in connection with Figs. 1 to 7c.
My method of registration of the puppets or
portions thereof will be described in connection

of the parts used in taking a given scene it is
possible to retake the scene quickly and accu
irately.
With Figs, 13 to 17. Referring to Fig. 13, the
The puppet 28 shown in Fig. 8 comprises a leg
registration board 57 shown therein is provided
portion 29, a body or arm portion 30 Secured to
with two parallel rows of holes 55 adapted to
the leg portion 29 by a pin 3, and a head 32
receive the registration pins 34, 35 and 54, shown
secured to the body portion 30 by a pin 33. The O in Figs. 8, 9a to 9f, and 12a to 12c. The rows
legs are provided with registration pins 34 and
are spaced apart a distance equal to the distance
35 for a purpose later to be described.
between
the two legs. As indicated in Fig. 14
The leg portions 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 and 4.
the puppets are arranged one in front of the
shown in Figs. 9d to 9f inclusive, which are sim
other on board 5 with the registration pins in
ilar to the leg portion 29 of Fig. 8 and are each 5 the holes 55 and then viewed in the direction of
provided with a pin 3, have one leg provided
the rows to determine if the parts of the puppets
with a registration, pin 35; the portion 4 also
are in the proper position.
having a registration pin 34. The legs are in
The registration board 58 shown in Fig. 15 is
the various positions necessary to produce a,
provided with a single row of holes 5S adapted
step and by selectively attaching these portions 20 to receive the registration pins and arranged
to the body portion 30 of Fig. 8 and taking a
in pairs spaced apart a distance equal to the
picture with each leg portion in place, it is nos
distance between the legs. As shown in Fig. 16
sible to produce a motion picture of the puppet
the puppets are arranged sidewise in a row on the
taking one or more steps. In these leg portions
board 58 and then viewed in the direction of the
the upper part may be of wood or plastic ma 25 low to determine if the parts are in proper
terial, and the legs may be rigid or semi-rigid
alignment. For example, the stationary portions
and are made of Wood, plastic material or Wire.
should be in alignment and the legs of the Sev
The leg portions can also be used to produce a
eral puppets should be in the proper relative posi
simultaneous movement of several puppets. For
ticin to produce the desired movements.
example, it may be desired to produce a Scene 30 Instead of aligning the entire puppets on the
of seven puppets walking in line in which case
boards 57 and 58, only the leg portions 29 and 36
each of the puppets would be provided with one
to 4 may be aligned.
of the leg portions and a picture taken. The leg
After the various portions have been aligned
portions would then be interchanged so that each
by the use of the registration boards, the pic

puppet is provided with that leg portion which
depicts the next stage in the movement and a

35

connection with Fig. 17 in which reference nu
metal 59 indicates a motioi. p.cture camera ar
ranged to take pictures of a Scene 60 having a

second picture taken. This interchanging of leg
portions would be repeated to obtain a step for

each puppet and the entire process could be re

peated to produce any number of steps.
fine arm nortions 42, 43 and 44 shown in Figs.
to and c are each provided with a pin 33 for
holding a head and with a cavity 45 for receiving
the pii. 3 of the leg portions. The arms are
in different positions to produce a raising of the
same and the portions may be selectively at
tached to the puppet of Fig. 8, or to other pup
pets. By using these arm portions in the order
42-43-44-43-42 it is possible to produce a
motion picture showing the raising and lowering

40

receive the pin 33 so that they may be selectively

45

50
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attached to the body portions of Fig. 8 or Figs.
10d to Oc or to other puppets.

The leg portions 5, 52 and 53 of Figs. 12a to
2c are each provided with a pin 3 and are simi
lar to the leg portions of Figs. 9a to 9f except
that the legs are positioned to produce a bend
ing movement of the knees. The feet are pro
vided with registration pins 54 for a purpose
later to be described.

It will be apparent to one skilled in the art

base portion 6 provided with a line of holes 62,
63 and 64. If a step movement is to be pro

duced, the puppet of Fig. 8 is arranged with
the registration pins 34 and 35 in the holes 62
and 63 respectively and a picture is taken. The
leg portion 29 of the puppet is replaced by the

of the arms.

The heads 46, 47, 48 and 49 of Figures 11a to
1id are similar to the head 32 of Fig. 8 except
that the lips are in different positions. These
heads are provided with cavities 50 adapted to

tures are taken in a manner to be described in

60

65

that the leg portions 36 to 4i, the arm portions

42 to 44 and the heads 46 to 49 may be coinbined
into various combinations so as to produce either

leg portion 36 of Fig. 9a and the puppet is then
arranged with the registration pin 35 in hole 63
and a picture is taken. In a similar manner
pictures are taken with the puppet provided with
each of the leg portions 37, 38, 39, 40 and 4f
with the registration pin 35 of each leg portion
in the hole 63. The leg portion 4f, which indi
cates the completion of the step will have the
registration pin 34 in hole 64. To produce a sec

ond step the above process is repeated using the
pins 35 of portions 29 and 36 to 40 in the hole 64.
It may be desired to produce a scene in which
a large number of puppets, for instance twenty,
are arranged in a circle and kick their legs. For
this purpose I arrange in a circle and at equal
spacings, twenty puppets which are the Sane
except for the leg portions which Iepresent
different stages of the kicking movement. The
leg portions of adjacent puppets represent con
secutive stages in the movement. Between the
taking of the pictures I rotate the puppets. So
that each puppet will be moved into the position
previously occupied by the adjacent puppet.
Thus, by using only twenty puppets and con

leg movements, arm movements, lip movements

tinuing the stepwise rotating of them during the
taking of the pictures, I may produce a motion

pets and with different sets of the other portions,

taneously, although not in unison. . .
The above method may be employed for other

or combinations thereof. Furthermore, any set
of these portions may be used in different pup

in either the same or different motion pictures.
For instance, the leg portions 29 and 36 to 4

picture of the twenty puppets kicking simul

75

purposes, for instance to produce a picture of
drops of Water falling from a fountain. In this

4
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case the drops of water, represented by Small tration members engaging complementary holes
drops of plastic material, are suspended at War
arranged in appropriate alignment on a support,
ious heights around the fountain by means of
viewing the puppets in the direction of said
very thin wires. The fountain is then stepwise
alignment while individually adjusting the ad
rotated between the taking of the pictures 5 justable portions of the several puppets to the
whereby the effect of falling drops is obtained in
various stages of the predetermined movement

the finished motion picture.

Although I have described my invention with
reference to specific examples and applications

by comparison, arranging the puppets with the

registration members in alignment on a support

and with the puppets arranged at right angles
I do not desire to be limited thereto because ob 10 to their positions during the first alignment,
vious modifications will readily appear to One
viewing the puppets in the direction of Said sec
skilled in this art. Furthermore, my invention
Ond alignment while individually adjusting the
is not limited to the particular puppetS or move
adjustable members of the several puppets to
ments described.
the various stages of the predetermined move
What I claim is:
5 ment by comparison, separately and consecu
1. A method of making a motion picture de
tively placing the individual puppets in the Scene
picting a predetermined sequence of movement
to
be photographed with the registration mem
of a series of puppets representing a character,
bers engaging holes at appropriate locations in
each puppet having adjustable portions and regis
the Scene, and individually photographing each
tration members, comprising the steps of ar 20 puppet when in position.
ranging the series of puppets with their regis
3. A method of making a motion picture de
tration members engaging complementary holes
picting a walking figure represented by a series of
arranged in alignment on a support, viewing the
puppets each having adjustable legs provided
series of puppets in the direction of alignment. with registration members, comprising the steps
while individually adjusting the adjustable por 25 of arranging the series of puppets with their
, tions of the several puppets to the various stages registration members engaging holes arranged in
of the predetermined movement by comparison,
alignment on a support, viewing the puppets in
selectively placing the puppets in the scene to
the direction of alignment while individually ad
be photographed with the registration members
justing the legs of the several puppets by com
engaging holes at appropriate locations in the 30 parison to the various stages of the Walking
scene, and individually photographing each pup
movement, separately placing the puppets in the .
pet when in position.
scene to be photographed with the registration
2. A method of making a notion picture de
members engaging holes at appropriate locations
picting a predetermined sequence of movement
in the scene corresponding to the positions of
of a series of puppets representing a character, 35 the figure during the walking movement and in
each puppet having adjustable portions and
dividually photographing each puppet When in
registration members, comprising the steps of
position.

arranging the series of puppets with their regis
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